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INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 

7 
AI TECHNIQUES 

IN SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING 

GAIL E. KAISER 

The idca of using artificial intelligence techniqucs to support programming has 
been around for a long time. The earliest notion was to avoid programming 
entirely. The human user would just tell the computer what to do, without say
ing how to do it, and the computer would do the right thing. Even if this were 
feasible, however, it would be much too tedious, since each time the user 
would have to repeat the details of what he wanted done. So the goal of pro
gramming was to eltplain things to the computer only once, and then later on 
be able to tell the computer to do the same thing again in some short form, 
such as the name of the "program." Thus the idea evolved that a user would 
somehow tell the computer what program was desired, and the computer 
would write down the program in some internal form so that it could be re
membered and repeated later. The assumption was that the resulting program 
would be correct, complete, efficient, easy to use, and so forth. It would also 
be exactly what the human user wanted. 

Several problems would have to be solved to achieve this goal. The first 
is determining exactly what the human really wants. This is a notorious prob
lem in software engineering; the customer states elttensive requirements, the 
company develops software that seems to them to meet all requirements to the 
fullest elttent, hut then the software is next to useless for Ihe customer because 
what he said he wanted was not really what he needed. It may have heen a 
computeriled version of manual procedures Ihat were themselves idiosyn
cratic, or there may be a better way to do things once computers are intro
duced, or the customer's employees just might not he ready to accept comput-
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erization. Today there is often no explicit customer, but a perceived 
marketplace for which software is developed. Understanding and predicting 
the marketplace is more of a black art than a ~cience. 

When there is a specific customer, or an internal marketing group simu
lating the potential customers, some of these problems can be solved by rapid 
prololyping. Rapid prototyping generally involves a "quick and dirty" version 
of the program, often in an interpretive language such as L.isp or Smalltalk. 
This version usually does only a tiny fraction of the things needed and mOst 
likely does them extremely slowly. The point is that it is relatively fast and 
inexpensive to build a prototype, and then the customer can get the feel of the 
eventual program by playing with this prototYpe. In theory, any problems with 
the requirements are discovered during this phase, when only a smilll amount 
of time and energy have been expended. Some programs go through multiple 
prototypes before the customer finally agrees that this was what he was look
ing for. Then development of production quality software begins. 

The second problem with our scenario of the user telling the computer 
what is desired and the computer then writing the program is, How does the 
user tell the computer what he wants? Once upon a time, it was assumed that 
natural language would do the trick. But research on natural language under
standing has not advanced to the point where this scenario is feasible and pos
sibly never will. One problem is that natural language is inherently imprecise, 
and it may be impossible for the human to express exactly what he wants in 
natural language. Another problem is that conversation among humans pre
sumes a large amount of shared context, ba~ed on similar education, social and 
corpomte culture, working together toward a common goal or on a shared 
task, and generally being in the same place at the same time. PopUlar psychol
ogy dwells on how people do not always understand each other, even when 
they speak the same language and have very similar backgrounds, .e~~ept for 
the very simplest of communication scenarios. The knowledge acquIsItion tas~ 
is formidable for humans, perhaps impossible for computers (at least unlll 
someone invents the "mind reading" module). 

Once natural language was abandoned (or perhaps just put on the shelf 
for a while), researchers turned to more precise notations for describing what 
is desired. Formal and informal specification languages have been developed 
for expressing the requirements for computer progrdms. Formal specificati~ns 
are typically based on mathematics and logic, and the concerns include mak.mg 
sure u particulur specificution is complete, consistent, and correct. An ollen 
neglected issue is whether the specification defines what the program _ s~(~uld 
not do as well as what it should do. An informal specilication. by delllllllon , 
cannot be entirely complete, consistent. and correct. Some means must be 
provided for user feedback, for example, "No, that's not quite righ.t-I ~eallY 
meant such-and-such." The obvious preference is for an interacllve, IIlcre
mental style of debugging the specification, where the user can quickly tryout 
small changes to each part and immediately determine at least the gist of the 
resulting change in the final program. 
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Given that the computer understands what the human wants, the third 
problem is producing the softwure .. It must run .on the available h~l:d.ware and 
devices, most likely using the aVUllable operatlllg system and IItdllle~ rather 
than the bare machine. Resource usage must be reasonable-there ure many 
slow, wasteful wuys to do things, but these are not usually acceptable. How
ever, some resource-related desires may not be feasible to achieve in a given 
operating environment, while others involve trad~-olrs-:ror exan~ple, t.he 
usual time-space trade-off. Some requirements are Just plall1 IInposslble With 
current technology, or with any technology; for instance, there arc physical' 
limits to how fast a single-processor computer can execute in~tructions. 

There have been a number of research efforts toward this goal of tll/to

IIIlItic prtJl-:rammilll-: based on both formal and informal notatioll~. One caveat 
is in order: Program generation is not the same thing as automatic program
ming. As with automutic progrumming, the user provides a formul specifica
tion as input and the system generates the desired program. However, auto
matic programming systems arc general-purpose, while program gen~rati~lIl 
systems support an extremely limited but very well understood domam (lor 
example, window systems, parsers, dutabuse reports, syntax-directed editors). 
In the following section, we brietly sketch two of the best-known and longest
term automatic programming efforts, and provide reference~ to the literature 
for these and a few other projects. 

A perhaps more realistic approach to applying urtificlal II1telhgence to 
softwure development is to automaticully perform certain menial tasks rather 
than attempt to take over the creative activities such as programming. The 
term "menial" is not intended to be pejorative. Menial tasks have to be done 
but do not involve the same levels of analysis and synthesis as does program
ming. Most bookkeeping tasks arc relutively menial, for example, keeping 
track of the status of bug reports, m;ijor and minor releuses, documentation 
updutes, test data used for regression test suites, and so on. Invocation of 
many tools, particularly batch (noninteractive) tools, is also menial; it i~ nec
essary for someone (or something) to know what processing toob to invoke i.n 
what order with which switches and argulllents and where to store away their 
results. 

Here again we run into the problem of how to describe the menia~ tasks 
that need to be done and, more significantly, exactly under what circum
stances they should he done. In most cases, it is not appropriate for the human 
User to remember that the task has to be donc, recognize that now is the hest 
time to do it and then tell the computer "do Silch and such tusk right now," 
because this'is likely to take more effort on the part of the human than ju~t 
doing the task herself. Therefore, the system mllst continllou~ly monitor .rhe 
user's uctivities in order to keep track of what is going on and what is the raght 
thing to do next. 

The bulk of this chapter is concerned with illtdlil-:t'flt a.\.I'iSl~lIce as .a 
practical alternative to automatic programming. Intelligent assistance IS 
loosely defined as any knowledge-based technology that assists humun lIsers 

j, 
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in carrying out their activities in a manner thaI does nol require any crealivity 
on Ihe part of the assistant. Intelligent assistance is feasible as an extension of 
exisling software development environmenls and tools ami needs relalively lit
tle additional ellort to become commercially viable. 

2 AUTOMA TIC PROGRAMMING 

Reline is a commercial product marketed by Reasoning Systems, Inc. II is 
based on many years of research on automatic programming ami intelligent as
sistance at Kestrel Institute (Goldberg, 1986; Kedzierski, 1984; Smith el aI., 
1985). Refine is essentially a programming environment for a wide-spectrum 
programming language called the Refine language. A wide-spectrum language 
is one that includes a range of facilities from very high-level constructs that arc 
not directly executable (except perhaps by extremely slow interpretation) to 
relatively low-level (and efficient) constructs in a conventional programming 
language. Refine in particular integrates programming language constructs 
from set theory, logic, conventional procedural programming, and transforma
tion rules. The rules are used to semiautomatically transform a Refine pro
gram-basically a formal specification of the desired software system-into a 
conventional Lisp program. The user interacts with the transformation process 
when Refine gets stuck or has multiple choices. Refine may be considered an 
automatic programming system, since it generates a suftware system from its 
specification, but it cannot operate without a lot of help from a human user. 
Very large programs have been successfully developed using Refine, including 
the Refine system itself. However, since Refine generates Lisp, which is itself 
a prototyping language, even the final output of the Refine system is really 
only a prototype. 

A number of other research projects have investigated program transfor
mation systems, with two basic orientations. The first, which appears for ex
ample in CIP (Broy and Pepper, 1981), is based on a small set of mathematical 
formalisms. The system automatically replaces components of the specifica
tion by applying correctness-preserving transformations. In contrast, Draco 
(Freeman, 1987), FSD (Balzer, 1985), PDS (Cheatham et aI., 1979), and similar 
systems allow transformations to be selected by the programmer to reflect de
sign decisions. This kind of system can deal with incomplete specifications and 
a growing catalog of transformations, as the programmer works together with 
the system to produce a complete program. 

The Programmer's Apprentice (Rich and Waters, 1988a; Waters, 1986) is 
a long-term research project at the MIT AI Laboratory. Several automatic pro
gramming systems have been developed as part of this project. The best 
known is KBEmacs, for Knowledge-Based Emacs, which extends the well
known Emacs word processing system (Stallman, 1981) with facilities for un
derstanding a very restricted natural language description of the desired pro
gram and interactively producing a program in anyone of several languages 
(e.g., Lisp, Ada). The description is in terms of a library of programming 
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cliches, which consists of abstract program fragments ranging frolll very sim
ple abstract data types such as lists to abstract notions such as synchronization 
and complex subsystems such as peripheral device drivers. The apprentice in
teracts with the human user, who is thus able to make corrections and rear
range parts of the program. At any time the human can completely take over 
the programming task, interact directly with Emacs and other programming 
tools, and then return control to the apprentice. Only very small programs 
have been produced to far, in large part due to underestimating the inherent 
difficulties of this approach (Rich and Waters, 1988b). Another aspect of,the 
Programmer's Apprentice project has been to "reverse engineer" existing pro
grams by recognizing the cliches. This technology is still in its infancy but has 
great p~tential for solving at least part of the "corporate memory" (or lack 
thereoO part of the maintenance problem, since it may become possible to ex
tract (and presumably go on to change) previous design decisions. 

3 INTELLIGENT ASSISTANCE 

Genie and Marvel are two representative examples of intelligent assistants. 
Both take over some of the programmer's more menial burdens. Genie is pas
sive, 'essentially an intelligent help system component of a programming envi
ronment, and responds only to questions from the programmer. Genie figures 
uut and tells the programmer what sequence of commands (i.e., bookkeeping 
operations and tool invocations) should be used to accomplish some goal se
lected by the programmer. Marvel is an active knowledge-based programming 
environment and continuously monitors the programmer's activities. Marvel 
participates when appropriate by automatically carrying out sequences of com
mands (again, bookkeeping operations and tool invocations) according to goals 
set in advance by the programmer or prqject management. For simplicity in 
the rest of this chapter, we will refer to commands, functions, operations, 
tools, and so on, as "commands," 

3.1 Genie 

Programming environments provide resources and facilities intended to sup
port and assist programmers. A conflict arises between creating an environ
ment simple enough for a new user of the environment yet sophisticated 
enough to accommodate an expert. Note that a new user may be an expert 
programmer, while an expert user of the environment need not be a program
mer at all, as most large software development teams involve some 
nonprogrammers; to reduce confusion, we will refer to "users" rather than 
"programmers." A common solution to this conflict is to expose beginners to 
a set of starter commands but also provide more comprehensive features they 
can learn later. However, many beginners get trapped in the starter set, since 
they are not encouraged to progress to more powerful commands. One solu
tion to this problem would be an automated consultant that answers a user's 
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questions about the environment in a manner designed to provide this encour
agement, enhancing rather than detracting from the user's productivity. 

All programming environments can be characterized as consisting of a 
set of commands with which a user can accomplish tasks or goals specific to 
software development in that environment. The means of access to the envi
ronment might include command languages, menus with keystroke or pointing 
devices, or even more sophisticated interfaces such as speech. At the core, 
however, a set of commands must be executed as a plan (i.e., sequence of 
steps) to carry out some task for the user. 

An intelligent assistant that can behave as an automated consultant, giv
ing appropriate help for the task at hand, can increase user productivity and 
the quality of the software product. The problem is then how to provide the 
appropriate information that neither swamps the novice with too much com
plex information nor insults the expert by providing an overly pedantic tuto
rial. The problem lends itself well to a solution using expert system tech
niques, namely, how to choose and articulate appropriate information from a 
vast and complex knowledge base. 

Genie (Wolz, 1988; Wolz and Kaiser, 1(88) is an intelligent assistant that 
behaves as an automated consultant. It generates text based both on what the 
user is trying to do and what the user already knows how to do. Genic takes a 
task-centered approach in which the help given is a direct function of a user's 
needs within the current context. In particular, the focus is on the content of 
the answer provided to a user, in order to be immediately useful without wast
ing time or attention span. 

The first component of the approach is a small rule base that defines the 
assistant's behavior and a large hierarchical knowledge representation that 
provides the assistant's domain knowledge. The domain knowledge includes 
explicit information about the relationships between the tasks that can be per
formed within the environment, the plans used in accomplishing them, and the 
commands that make up the plans. The rule base allows Genie to reason about 
the actions associated with commands but also allows it to analyze whether 
plans can satisfy goals and which of many equally good plans is most appro
priate in a given state of software development. In a modification request (MR) 
environment, for example, a task might be to read a set of MRs submitted by 
customers and forward the subset concerned with a particular subsystem to 
the manager responsible for that subsystem. The plan for executing that task 
will depend upon the particular commands available within the MR envi
ronment. 

The second component follows from thc belicfs that classifying com
mands, plans, and goals according to the level of expertisc is inappropriate and 
that global categorization of users as "novice," "intermediate," or "expert" 
is inadequate. In~tead, information on an individual's exposure to goals, plans, 
and commands influences what specific information the intelligent assistant 
presents following a user's query. Expectations about what the uscr knows 
and should be told is based on the tasks that thc u~er has completed in thc past 
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rather than on broad ad hoc c1assilications of commands and plans as "casy" 
or "hard." A task-centered representation is lIsed as a lIser model in order to 
exploit the structure of the knowledge base. Dccisions abollt how to answer a 
user's questions are based on an analysis of thc match bctween the knowledge 
hasc and thc user model. Taking another cxamplc from an MR environillent, a 
user may have extensivc experience with forwarding MRs to othcr lI~crs and 
almost none with annotating completed MRs-to refer to the corresponding 
source code changes-and installing them in the pcrmancnt database. Such a 
user will not faJl nicely into a categorization of expcrtise. A question relatil1g to 
sending simple messages will require introducing very little new information 
into the discussion, while a question about modifying and installing MRs may 
require an extensive introduction to database facilities. 

3.1.1 CONSUI.TlNG IN I'ROGRAMMIN(; ENVIRONMENTS. In order to lise an 
environment effectively, a user must know its capabilities and how to make 
best use of them. This requires access to information that descrihes the spe
cific features of the programming environment, that is, the commands avail
able. it also requires access to mcthods or plans for bcst accomplishing 
goals. 

There is a large middle ground between a novice who knows only tht: ru
diments of an environment and an expert who has gained completc mastery 
over it. The continuum in between is one in which user cxperti~c may not be 
optimal for a given task. When the user must take time to find the appropriate 
command or develop an efficient technique. productivity decreases. Further
more, in some environments in which the ta~ks arc perceivcd as primarily bu
reaucratic (e.g., writing documentation), users may rely on inetlicicnt mcthods 
that are well known rather than taking time to devclop more sophisticatcd ex
pertise. A primary reason for the inefficiency of lcarning new skill~ within a 
programming environment is that users bear the burden of locating the 'IPpro
priate information. This is typically done by searching through manuals, ask
ing help of others, or simply experimenting with the environment. Expert sys
tem techniques should be able to provide mechanisms that can relievc some of 
this burden. The objective of the Genie research elTort is to addre~s thcse is
sues and otTer a theory of how to build an intelligent assi~tant that aids uscrs in 
extending their expertise with thc programming environmcnt. 

There is rarely a direct correspondence between a precisc statement of a 
user's task and a plan to satisfy it. It is more often the case that the user's goal 
is poorly defined. Furthermore, a goal may be satisfied by more than line plan. 
The problem presents itself as requiring a mapping of many user querics to 
many possible answers. In order to constrain thc potential mappings, user que
ries can be categorized at least partially as relating goab to plans as summa
rized in Fig. 7-1. 

There is a distinction between information that is dcfinitional alld infor
mation that is instructional. Figurc 7-2 further rclines this distinction. OeJilli
tional illformation is more appropriate for reminding somcone about ~omc:-

I 

" 
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1. Command specification: What does command C do? 
2. Goal satisfaction: 

a. What do I do to accomplish goal G? 
b. Plan P accomplishes goal G, but Is there a better way? 

3. Analyze or debug a plan: 
a. What does plan P do? 
b. Why doesn't plan P accomplish goal G? 

flGURE 7·1 
Typical qucslions u'er' a\k. 

thing they have previously used, while instructional in/ormation is more 
appropriate for introducing new commands. These types differ not only in 
their format and level of detail, but also in their emphasis and the degree to 
which related information is included. Clarifying and elucidating require a 
careful mixture of reminding and introducing. Genie addresses only the first 
four types of answers. Marvel, described in the next section, automatically 
generates and executes plans for the user. 

Although the categorization in Fig. 7-1 constrains the question, while the 
taxonomy in Fig. 7-2 constrains the answer provided, the requisite knowledge 
and the processes needed to search that knowledge are still complex. The pro
cesses include the abilities to estimate the user's goal, to understand the user's 
plan, to evaluate the currcllt situation in order to formulate an answer that 
does not digress from the current task, to analyze the user's plan in terms of 
the estimate of the goal and within the current situation, and to choose an ap
propriate answer and explanation depending on the user's current knowledge 
of the environment. This requires knowledge of the commands provided, the 
possible tasks that can be accomplished, the plans that may accomplish those 
goals, the things that typically go wrong (bugs), and what the user currently 
does and does not know about the commands, goals, plans, and bugs. 

tntroduce: Present commands and plans that the user has not encountered 
before. 

Remind: Briefly describe commands and plans that the user has been ex· 
posed to but may have forgotten. 

Ctarlfy: Explain detaits and options about commands and plans to which 
the user has been exposed. 

Elucidate: Clear up misunderstandings that have developed about commands 
and plans to which the user has been exposed. 

Execute: Perform commands and plans directly for the user. 

FIGURE 7·2 
Types of responses a consllllani nughl provide. 
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Much of this cannot be completely known. For example, it seems un

likely that all possible goals achievable withi~ a given pro~ramming environ
ment will be known before the environment IS used extensively. It also docs 
not seem possible to predict with certainty what the u~er's task is and what t.he 
user knows. Thus not only must the processes deSCribed above operate With 
incomplete information, but also they ought to be able to .do so eff~ctive~y. 
Innovative techniques or novel applications ought to be eaSily and reliably in-

corporated into the knowledge base. . 
From an AI perspective, these issues can be encapsulated In two funda-

mental problems: 

I. How can the search through a vast and complex knowledge base be re
stricted in order to glean the appropriate information for the immediate 

needs of the user? 
2. What decisions must be made in order to choose the appropriate form 111 

which to present that information? 

Genie solves both of these problems. 

3.1.2 AN INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT FOR CONSULTING. Consulting can be 
characterized as a three-stage process of question understanding, problem 
analysis, and answer generation. Genie's understanding component is cur
rently a simple menu-based front end, sidestepping the natural language u.n
derstanding problem, since it concentrates on the latter two stages: analYSIS, 
through a rule base called the Plan Analyst, and generation, through a rule 
base called the Explainer. The organization of Genic is depicted in Pig. 7-3. 
Genie attempts to answer a question by doing a two-phase search of the 
knowledge bases. In the first, the Plan Analyst constructs a relationship be
tween the user's question, his user model, and the capabilities of the envi
ronment in an attempt to find the most appropriate information. Based 011 

the Plan Analyst's output, the Explainer constructs a coherent textual ex
planation that takes into account what the user already knows. Both rule 
bases will be discussed extensively in the examples later in this section. 
The structure of the knowledge representation and details of the under
standing and generation components tbat arc not obvious from the exam
ples follows below. 

Genie's "understanding" component is a simple menu-based interface. 
Figure 7-4 shows the top-level menu, which is a reformulation of the question~ 
of Fig. 7-1. The user can select a task or a command by typing the proper word 
or phrase at a command prompt or by browsing a menu of goals or commands. 
The menus can be arranged alphabetically, or the order of presentation can be 
based on links between related goals in the expert knowledge base. Plans that 
can be identified by name from the knowledge base can be entered from the 
command prompt. Otherwise, the user must construct a plan by selecting an 
ordered list of commands and goals. 
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USER REQUEST 

REQUEST 
UNDER-
STANDER .. 

(PLAN ) .ANALYST 

(EXPLAINER ) 

FIGURE 7-3 

REPLY TO USER qlle\lion: 
Genie organizlllilln. Please seleCI a 

When Genie is invoked within a programming environmenl, both the ex
pert knowledge base and user model are loaded. The world model is con
slrucled on the hasis of the user's current status within the software develop
ment project. Depending on the question type selected, the user is prompted to 
provide a command C or a goal G, or 10 construct a plan P. 

The expert knowledge base is a hierarchy of the goals that can be satisfied in 
the target environment. Goals contain links to alternative plans for satisfying the 
goal. A plan can be linked to a subgoal or an ordered sequence of subgoals that 
describe how it can be executed, or to a command that executes it directly. En
coded within a goal are links that describe the relationship between plans. 

Commands describe the operators, functions, tools, and so on, of the en
vironment. Their representation includes information ahout the correct syntax 
of the command, its precondition and postcondition, and the actions associ
ated with switches and parameters. The precondition defines a state that must 

1. What does (so/ect command) do? 
2. What do t do to accomplish (select goal)? 
3. t use (construct plan) to (select goa/), but is there a better way? 
4. What does (construct plan) do? 
5, Why doesn't (construct plan) accomplish (select goal)? 

maflU: 7-<4. 
Top I..:vel Menu for ()lIC"ltlll Sclcel""l 
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be true before a command can be correctly executed. It may also contain a 
link to a goal that could satisfy it. The postcondition encodes the actions of 
commands when they are applied to the world model. Currently the world 
model is represented as a simple add/delete list that describes possible 
states in the environment. Therefore postconditions are encoded as direc
tives to add or delete a state from the world model. (It would probably be 
better to maintain the world model as an objectbase, as is done for Marvel.) 

The user model has exactly the same representation as the expert knowl
edge base. It contains a history of what the user has done in the past in terms 
of what tasks have been completed and what plans and commands were used. 
It is currently coded and updated by hand, but a monitoring sysiem like Mar
vel could update the user model automatically. 

Most of Genie's responses are stereotypical. At the same time, the con
tent of II response must be customized to the user's needs and expertise. 
Therefore, a rule-based system that ultimately leads to "canned" text is in
appropriate, since the text is fixed in advance. Similarly, since Genie's 
range of discourse is limited, a completely open-ended nalUral language 
generation facility seems equally inappropriate. Template filling is a tech
nique that allows both customization and stereotyped responses. To gener
ate an answer, the Explainer selects an appropriate set of response agenda 
based on the output of the Plan Analyst. The response agenda comprises 
directives for filling textual templates. Representative templates are pre

sented in Fig. 7-5. 

3.1.3 MAIL SYSTEM EXAMPLE. The feasibility of this approach is explored 
through a relatively simple example environment. In particular, Genie has 
been applied to the real-world problem of the Berkeley Unix mail system, no
torious for the great power it provides experts and the great confusion it cre
ates for novices and even long-term nonexpert users. While electronic mail 
systems are not programming environments, they are mandatory compo
nents or adjuncts of programming environments and provide a smaller-scale 
laboratory for experimenting with intelligent assistance. It is important to 
keep in mind that Genie is not intended to replace this mail system but to 
augment it with intelligent behavior that makes its capabilities accessible to 
casual users. 

We now consider two example queries based on the question types in 
Fig. 7-1 to demonstrate Genie' capabilities. The examples describe the rules 
used by the Plan Analyst to select the appropriate information. They also show 
typical scenarios of how the content of the user model and the user's question 
affect the output of both the Plan Analyst and the Explainer. 

The first question is: What does type do? This is an instantiation of the 
"What docs C do?" category of Fig. 7-1. In order to ask this question, the user 
selects question I in the menu of Fig. 7·4. A second menu allows the user to 
enter a command name, or to search commands alphabetically or by traversing 
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COMMAND_lNTRODUCE(c) 
I c->name I is used 10 I c->saLisfies-><incriplion I· II has lhe form {c->fonn I, 
where FOR_EArn (x,f->parameletS, "{xl rrfen 10 (px->descriplion I"). 
(c->namel requires Ihal EXPAND]RECOND(c->prrcond). II causes 
EXPAND_POSTCOND(c->poslCOnd). For example. 
EXAMPLE(c->fonn.WM)_ 

COMMAND_REMINIXc) 
{c->namel: (c->fonnl. II is used 10 IC->Sllisfies-><ieocriplion I. For 
<umple, EXAMPLE Ic->Corm,WMI_ 

GOAL_REMIND_SIMPLE(g) 
You can 11I->deocripLionl by using Ihe conunand Ig-xOf1UlWldI. For 
eumple. EXAMPLE(c->Conn.WM) would 
EXPAND_POSTCOND(c->poItcond). 

GOAL_INllWDUCE_SIMPLE(g) 
GOAL_REMIND_SIMPLE(g). You mUSI make sun: 
EXPAND_PRECOND(g->command->prttonds)_ 

GOAL_ INTRODUCE_COMI'LEX(g.foull) 
In order 10 Ig->descriplionl. YOIi mUSI 
FOR_EACII(gx.g->subgoals."GOAL_INTRODUCE_COMPLEX(gx)"). IF 
faull DESCRIBE_FAULT(Caull->plan). The commands to I g->descriplion I 
are 
FORMAT _PLAN_INST AI'ITIA nON(&x.g->subgoals.gx->command. WM). 
SHOW _MAPPING(gx.&->subgoaJs.gx->dcM."Tiplion.gx->command). 

GOAL_REMIND_COMPLEX{J) 
In order to IS->descriptionl. use 
FORMAT _PLAN_INST ANnA nON(gll.g->subgoals.gx->command. WM). 
SHOW_MAPPING(gx.g->subgoaJs.gx->deacripLion.gx->command). 

r Operlliolll appear in capitallelleR_ Varilbl", an: surrounded by brice •. WM = World Model. Shnl,i< 
goal. are satisfied directly by commands. Coenpl.x BOals an: ulisfied by a plan tlW 
mlfllllO wbtloal •. 0' 

.-IGURE 7-S 
Represenlalive response agenda. 

links between goals_ Using one of these methods the user indicates that the 
desired command is type_ 

Figure 7-6 shows the portion of the expert knowledge base required to 
answer this question. The Plan Analyst lIses Ihe following rules to determine 
what information is relevant to Ihe Explainer: 

I. If the user model contains command C, then report knowledge of C, else 
report no knowledge of C. 

2. If there exists a command that is directly satisfied hy some goal II, which 
has the least complex link to the goal G that satisfies command C, then 
D = that command. 

3. If D exists in the expert knowledge base and the user model contains C, 
then report knowledge of D_ 

In the example, the Plan Analyst would determine whether the u~er al
ready knows about type, and in this case. since there is a link to pr I nt, 

whether the user knows about prt nt. The outcome of this analysis is passed 
to the Explainer. 
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Four analyses are possible based on the existence of C and D in the user 
model. These are iIIustnlled in Fig. 7-7 along with the corresponding Explainer 
output. If the user knows nothing about either type or pr 1 nt, Genie generates 
the standard introductory template for type and docs not overwhelm the user 
with the fact that pr I ntis a synonym. Figure 7-8 shows how the response 
agenda for COMMAHD_ I tHRODUCE( type> is filled from the expert knowledge 
base. If the user knows about pr In t, Genie states the fact that type is a syn
onym, reminds the user about pr 1 nt, and then introduces type _ If the user 
knows about type but not pr 1 nt, Genie reminds the user about type and 
makes an aside that there is a synonym for type called pr I n 1. Finally, in the 
last case, if the user knows about both, Genie just reminds him ahout type. 

The second question is: How can I reply to a message? This is an 
instantiation of the" How can I satisfy G?" category of Fig_ 7-1. To ask this 
question, the user selects question 2 in the menu of Fig_ 7-4. In a second menu, 
the user selects the desired goal. Let liS assume the user chose 
"reply.to.meHftge_" In this case it might be easier to locate the goal by 

00&1 tn-_goal, 
III tn-: Di~ 1* latlafl.ed 4l~lr br ...-..d "' 
htlafl.ed br: c-..d tn-I 
.. J..ated goaJ..a: aLl 

OGal priJat __ l. 

III tn-: Di~ 
•• tletl.ed br: c-..d priJatl 
.. J..ated goaJ..a: aLl 

00&1 .u.pJ..ar.llat_of._a~, 
_r~lae: .u.pJ..ar ........... age iJa u.. ....-..... .pecified 
llI_tn-: hbgoal. 1* latlafl.ed ~ .abvo&J..a "' 
latlafl.ed br: Ooal tn-_goal; Ooal pru.t_goal: 

c-..d priJat, ro .. : priJat I ..... age_li.t' 
.reooed.iU .. : n.1 UId ra2 UId ..,. 
.o.tooad.iti_: .01, 
•• tlaf~: priJat_goal 
.'-rII: ..... age-li.t 

c-Dd t;rpe, ro_: tn- I_.age_ll.t, 
• .,.....utlae: .a1 UId ra2 UId .U, 
roetooad.itlae: .01, 
•• Uaflaa: tn-_goal 
•• ~ar.: ..... age-llat 

.1aA rl, atata: (aai.t.~. of I_aaage_liatll 
.... : llat __ a.age -

rlaA .2, atata: lat a.a4-~1) 
.... : get_to_a.a4_~ 

.1aA .', .tata: lai •• I_aaage-llat, > aQ~-ai •• ) 
.... : eat __ 1Ddow _ aeroll 

IIUl.a aLl, tn-.goal, prlDt_goal 
IIalati_: a,...-,.. 

FIGURE 7. 
Expen knowledge: for '1ue~tion I. 
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,. u •• r .odel doaa DOt ooatalo .ither t,pe or print. ., 
I'l.n &naly.t output: o-..d: type DO_"nowl~ 
IIJq>la~r output: ~_nrraclllOCSCtype) 

'" u •• r .odel cont.lA. prlAt. but not. type ., 
I'lan &Aaly.t output: c_: t,pe no_knowl~ 

c_o4: prlAt lu>owl~ 
!bpla~r output: D&ICIUU LIIIJt(t,pe.prlAt) 

~ iDaJIDCprlAt) 
~:1Irnoouo Ctype) 

'" ...... ....sel oont.lA. type. but. DOt. p .. lAt "' 
IIlan ..... ly.t. output: 0_: t.ype lu>owl" 

0_: prlAt. DO __ l" 

!bpla~r output: ~_aJDamCtype) 
~_.ID._OOMKKMrCD.scarB&~IKKCtype.prlAt)) 

,. u_r _1 coot.lAe bot.b type &u.s p .. lAt "' 
1'1an .... ly.t output: 0_04: type knowledge 
!bpl.~r output: ~_aJDallD(type) 

F1GliRE 7·7 
Responses 10 que,lion I. 

searching a goal·based menu rather than an alphabetized one. Let us further 
assume that the world model contains a message that was sent only to that 
user and not to other group members. The Plan Analyst constructs a trace 
through the goal hierarchy and passes it to the Explainer. The Plan Analyst 
uses the following rules: 

I. If the user model wntains a plan P for G, then report u ~ e r _ pi" n = P and 
user's knowledge of relevanl commands. 

2. If the expert knowledge base contains a most efficient plan Q for G, then 
report be~ t _ pi" n = Q and user's knowledge of any relevant commands. 

.1. If the expert knowledge base does not contain P (the user's plan), then reo 
port pl"n_not_known = P. 

type i. u.ed to type •• ~ of ..... ge. on the t.~l. It b •• 
t.he fora: 

type C ..... ge_li.t) 

where C ..... ge_lht) ... f .... to •• __ of ..... ge •. type ...... 1 .... 
tb.t the coatent. of the ..... ge_U.t ..u..t. tbat. t.he u_ .. i. at read 
1_1 and tbat. t.he ..... ge. fit. OD tba .Cr..D. It. oau_. t.he test of 
.aDb .... age 10 t.he ..... ge lht. t.o be cU.pl.y.ct OD t.he .C~. For 
.......,1.: 

t.ype 1:3 

di.p1.y ...... ge. 1 t.b .. ougb 3. 

HGURE 7·K 
Text genera led 10 introduce Ihe command Iype. 
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4. If P = Q, then report be~Lpl"n = u~er_pl"n. 
5, If pl"n_not_known is a valid plan, report pl"n_noLknown. ebe repmt 

feult ~ plen_not_known. 

Three possible responses are illustrated in Fig. 7·9. If the lIser does not 
know anything about how to reply to a message. Genie selects a "hest" plan 
ba~ed on thc context and IIlctaknowledge of links. In this case, the context 
indicates that the response should be to reply only to the sender. and Ihe 
metaknowlcdge indicates that a task should hc donc now rather than laler. 
Since the user knows about "compo~e.me~~"ge," the only rdevallt com· 
mand is Reply. 

Figure 7-10 shows how the response agenda for this case is expandcd to 
produce text. If the user has replied to message~ in the past and docs it clli· 
cicntly, then Genie simply reminds the user about the command Reply. How· 
ever. if the user seems to know how to reply to messages but docs it awk· 
wardly, then Genie introduces a better way. Genie explains why it is better by 
providing the links between goals of the user's plan and the betler plan. Genie 
considers a plan to bc awkward when the user's plan does not nwtch Genic's 
plan or when the user's plan is not even in the expert knllwledge base. The 
latter case is the last case shown in Fig. 7·9. Here the plan works and is classified 
as not known. rather than as faulty. Ideally plans that happen to work but are not 
already in the expert knowledge hase would be added automatically. 

'" ..-r _1 OOClt..lAe ONDd._il C ...... _ ...... ge "/ 
I'l.a .... ly.t out.put.: u .... -Plaa: all 

be.t.-plan :....,ly.to ...... ge -> ....,ly.no .. -> 
rep1y.ORly.to.eeade .. 

C_: a.ply DO lu>owl" 
-.pl.iDer output: ~1 •. I'~Cbe;t-plan) 

OO&L_I.raoooca_.IMPL&C....,ly.t.o ...... ge) 

,. u_r .odel coot.lAe reply.to._ ••• ge 
-> rep1y.DOW -> reply.oa1y.t.o.~r "' 

1'1 ........ ly." outpot: he.t.-pl.n - u .... -Pl.n 
be.t.-p1.n: ....,ly.only.t.o .• ander 
0_: a.ply _1 .. 

!bpl.iDer out.put.: OO&L_RKNlIID_'IMPL& ( .. eply. only. to .• ander) 

/* u .. r ~l cODt.l~ reply.to._ ••• ..,. -> .......... 0-
-> 1 ..... r..d.l ... l -> .&Dd._ .•. goe *1 

.l.n .... ly.t. output: ba.t.-p1.n: reply.ao .. -> rep1y.only.t.o .• ander 
plan_not._lu>o_: plan -> reply.now 

-> .......... 0- -> 
1 ..... read. I ..... 1 -> aend._ ••• g. 

c_: aeply nO_lu>ow1" 

-.pl.~r output.: 
00&L_I.raooocK_CONI'LKX(rep1y.oaly.t.o .• ~r.f.u1t.->plan) 

FI(;URE 7·9 
Genic's respons~~ to question 2a 
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IA order to Eeplr to ..... av- lt 1. • •• u.ad rou waDt to Eeplr rlgbt 
.-r ....s Eeplr OAlr to u.. .-dar. ro do till.. rou .... t 1.a4J.c.t. rou 
wlab to Eeplr ....s ~ • _ • ....,.. Yo" c ... 1.a4J.cat. rou wl.b to 
Eeplr br uaUov u.. 0-...1 • .... lr·. ror ...... 1&. 

_"lei put rou 1D wrlt..... u.. ....,.l_r of ro"r _ •• av- _,,14 be 
16ultloal to u.. wrlt.r of u.. .... av- rou juat ....,.i-". 

... GURi: 7·10 
Text generated to introduce the goal "reply 10 Ii messaae." 

A refinemenl of the second question is: To reply to a group of users, I 
reply to each individually-is there a better way" This is an inslance of Ihe 
"Given P, is there a better plan for G?" category of Fig. 7-1. In this case the 
user must identify the question type and select a goal and plan. Let us assume 
the user selected the goal" r ep 1 y . to. ell" and the plan 

F'OIl_EACH (x In group) 

,end.mall.lo.lndlvlduel 

In the first case in Fig. 7-9, the world model contains a message that was 
sent to the user and others. In the second case, it contains a message that was 
sent only to the user. In the third case, the world model does not contain any 
message. 

This question is analyzed using rules 2-5 of the last example. Rule I is 
unnecessary since plan P chosen by the user should be in the user model. 

Three possible responses are illustrated in Fig. 7-11. In Ihe first, the mes
sage to which the user wishes to reply was addressed to a group of users. Ge
nic chooses to tell the user about the rep 1 y command since a group exists in 
the world model. In the second case, the message was addressed only to the 
user. Genie chooses a plan that requires the user to identify a group of users. 
In both cases, since the user knows how to send mail, Genie simply reminds 
the user about how to send mail and describes the links between the suggested 
plan and the user·s. In the third case, the context does not allow a choice be
tween these plans. Genie presents both options. Both plans arc preferred to 
the user's plan because they require less work on the user's part. In the event 
thai the user's plan is equivalent to the suggested solution, Genie would inform 
the user of this and follow links to justify why the user's plan is best. 

In summary, Genic is an intelligent assistant for automated consulting 
within programming environments. The research focllses on answer genera
tinn. Genie's knowledge is separated into two components, a rule base that 
captures knowledge of how to consult, and a frame-based hierarchical knowl
edge representation that encodes knowledge of the domain about which to 
consult-the programming environment (the Berkeley Unix mail system in the 
example). Users are not calegorized along a spectrum of expertise. nor com-

mands along a spectrum of level of difficulty. Instead Genie reflects a task
centered approach where an answer to a question about the environment is 
based on knowledge of what the user has done in the past and is trying to. ac
complish now. There are several other research efforts similar to Genie, where 
the intelligent assistant is essentially passive and answers user questions. 
Rather than preencode expected plans. however, Grapple (Huff and Lesser. 
1988) and Agora (Bisiani et al.. 1988) perform planning as needed with respect 
to the commands provided by the programming environment. 

3.2 Marvel 

Software systems are gelling larger and more complex all the time. Typically, 
many programmers work together on developing and maintaining a system 
composed of numerous parts. Each part often has several variants, for in
stance because of revisions to repair errors or 10 run on different kinds of com
puters, which are combined into configurations that select the appropriate 

/. tbe _rlel ... 1 COGt.1Da _ •• av- that _. _t to u •• r &Ad other. "/ 
.1 ... &z>alJ1lt output: 
.... r.J>l&A: Eeplr·to ... ob.1D.qroup 
be.t.J>l&A: Eeplr.to.all -> Eeplr.qroup.1tDown 
~: replr DO_lIDowledQe 

a.pl.1Der output: 
QQI.L UIIlJm I:u.La(replr.to ... ob.1D.group) 
QQI.L -l~ ca.LU (Eep1r. qroup .1tDown) 
D&ICix __ LI_(ft,plr.tO ... ob.1D.group, np1r·group.known) 

/" the world .adel ooat.1Da .... age that w •• ju.t .aot to u •• r "/ 
.1 ... AAaJ.:r-t output: 
.... r.J>l&A: Eeplr.to ... ob.1D.q~ 
t>eat.J>1aa: nplr.to.all -> nplr.qroup·craat •.• 1i •• 
o.-...d: aliaa DO_lIDowledQe 

a.pl.1De~ output: 
QQI.L_~_I:u.La(Eeplr.to ... ob.1D.group) 
QQI.L _ I1I'fIIOOOCa _ ca.LU t Eeplr. qroup. oraat •. alb.) 
DKSCalaa_~Creplr.to ... ob.1D.qroup. Daply.group.creat •. ali.a) 

/. tbe _rlel ... 1 doe. POt oDllt.1D e>lpl1cit ref.renee to a _ ••• ~ "' 
.1an &nalr.t output: 
.... r.J>l ... : Eep1r.to ... ch.1D.qroup 
be.t.J>lan:np1r.to.a11 -> npl r.group.creat •. a1ia. 
c-..d: rep1r DO_au.o.ledQe 
c-..d: ali •• DO_knowledge 

Ezpla1Der output: 
00AL_1UDlX1ID_81Ill'UI (nply. to .• ach.in. group) 
00AL_I~_~LKX(np1r·group.cre.t •. a1ia.) 
D.8CaI .. _LIKK(replr·to .• aob.1D.group. nply.group.creat •.• ll •• ) 
QQI.L_~_~LU (np1r . group. known) 
D&8CaIaa_LIKK(Eepl r· to .•• ch.1D.group. nplr·qroup.known) 

t'lGlJRF: 7·11 
Rcsponsc 10 quc~lion 2b. 
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variants of each part of the system. Programmers working on a large-scale sys
tem spend a considerable portion of their time coordinating their activities, lo
cating the right system components, and building tools to help them in their 
efforts. These facts point to the importance of programming environments that 
manage and automate the "menial" jobs programmers would otherwise do 
manually. 

II is not sufficient to create a single, very powerful programming envi
ronment to take care of all these menial tasks. Each software project has its 
own characteristics: its own organization, its own development method, and 
its own relations among its components. It is thus necessary for the program
ming environment to understand these characteristics and behave differently 
for different characteristics. In other words, a knowledge-based programming 
environment can provide better assistance than a "moronic" programming en
vironment that treats every development project in the same way. 

Many programming environments are tailored to a chosen programming 
language, support some particular development methodology, and incorporate 
a selected set of tools. A knowledge-based programming environment, on the 
other hand, is fairly easy to retarget to another language, another methodol
ogy, or new tools by modifying the knowledge base. Marvel (Kaiser et aI., 
1988a; 1988b) is a knowledge-based programming environment in the sense 
that its behavior is dictated by the policies set by the manager of each distinct 
project. Marvel actively participates in the development of a system by 
automating many of the tasks peculiar to that pr~ject as well as those common 
to a wide range of projects. In order to do this, Marvel needs to know the fol
lowing: 

• The organization of the pr~ject including the claSH'S or types of software ob
jects, such as source code in the programming language, binary machine 
code. and text documentation, and the valid operations on these objects, 
such as compilers, loaders, and word processors. 

• The relations among the various objects input and produced by the projecl
for example, one object is a variant of another and uses a third. 

• ~he rules specific to the chosen development process, as determined par
hally by management and partially by the requirements of the software de
velopment tools available. Marvel rules are based on the rules of production 
systems. 

All three factors may change over the project's lifetime, so Marvel must be 
able to adjust dynamically. 

Marvel uses this knowledge to tailor itself to the specific needs of each 
indi~idual project. For example. the team of programmers working on project 
A m~ght need a set of commands C(A) while another team working on project 
B might need another sel of commands C(B). If Marvel knows how the com
mands in each set interact among themselves and how they manipUlate the dif
ferent components of systems A and B, respectively. it can participate in the 
development of A and B in different ways. Marvel would automatically invoke 
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commands from the set C(A) only wilh project A, and only in accordance wilh 
the rules that define A's development process. II can do the same for 8. 

3.2.1 ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENTS. A Marvel pro
gramming environment is created by tailoring a standard kernel to Ihe policies 
desired for the system being developed or maintained. This is done in two 
phases. as illustrated in Fig. 7-12. First. a skilled user called the superu.w:r 
writes a description of the project using a special notation called the Marvel 
Strategy Language (MSL). This description specifies the organization of the 
software project (e.g., a program is made up of modules and procedures) and 
models the process of development of that particular project (e.g., a procedure 
can be printed only after it has been formatted). Any user can then load this 
description into Marvel and start using this instantiated Marvel to work on the 
project. Marvel actively participates in the development of the project by using 
the description it was fed. organizing the components of the project in the way 
requested, and automatically invoking the appropriate commands at the right 
times. 

For example, a superuser might write a description for an arbitrary C 
system, stating that any such project would include a number of module 
(source file) objects. whose attributes (subparts) include macros. types. vari
ables. and procedures. The description might also state how to invoke com
mands on the corresponding objects to do C-specific type checking, compila
tion. and so on. It could further state that this project requires programmers to 
sign off all program modifications with their respective managers, and the en
vironment should automate this communication task by sending electronic 
mail after a programmer completes each modification task. 

The organization of a project is the way that the various software arti
facts are set up in relation to each other. Marvel uses an objeclbase to main-

SuperUscr 
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Descriplion 

FIGlJRE 7·12 
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Environmenl 
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tain all the software artifacts that are components of the software system itself 
or are used in its development, including mechanisms for invoking external 
tools such as the editors, compilers, and mail systems represented by com
mands. Each object in the objectbase is an instance of a class (that is, the class 
defines the type of the object). The organization of the project includes all the 
classes and the syntactic relations among the various classes. Figure 7-13 
shows three classes of objects, PROJECT, MODULE, and PROCEDURE. 
From this declaration, Marvel deduces that instances of the MODULE class 
are enclosed in PROJECT objects. 

abJ"etb .. ",,: 

PROJECT:: - "up"rcl .. """.: ENTITY: 
prlntneme : ~lrJn9 ; 

EHD 

• lelu. : (Llnk"d, HolLlnked) G "HolLlnked"; 
tlme~temp ! re~l = "0.0" 

mod. : ~el_of MODULE; 
execuleble : bJnery ; 

MODULE:: a superel .... e" ENTITY: 

EHD 

.letu. : (Modl.Camp,MadlnCamp,ModHaComp) 
"ModHoComp" i 

Prae. : ,eLof PROCEDURE; 

PROCEDURE:: = .upercl .... ".: ENTITY: 
enelyzed : (Anelyzed,lnAn .. ly.I.,HolAn .. lyzed) = 

"HotAnelyred" ; 

edited: (Edlled,HatEdlted) = "HolEdlted"; 
• t .. te : (Chenged,HatCh .. nged) = "HatCh .. nged"; 

InproJect: PROJECT MODULE 
exp: MODULE PROCEDURE 
Imp: MODULE PRDCEDURE 
cont .. ln.: MODULE PROCEDURE 

/- Eoch cla~~ con~l~t~ of lt~ name, a 11~t of zero o~ more 
.upercl .... e. (ENTITY I. the bUllt'ln rool cia •• ), end a II.t of zero 
or more ettrlbute •. Cia •• name' are In UPPERCASE. AttrIbute. are 
typed, end m .. y be Inltlellzed. The type I. eIther e cle" name, .. 
bUilt-in type given in Jt~lJC~. a con~truclor (none ~hown). or nn 
"numereted .et of value •. Rel .. tlon. con.l.t of theIr n .. me. and the 
nom~~ of two cla,'~" ,1nce only bln~ry relnllon~ are ~upported 
currently. M5L leyword. are only underlIned .• ' 

FlGURF. 1·1.1 
CIII~~e~ IIml lelalou", 
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Besides syntactic relations among classes of objects, components of a 
software project can be related by external relations. Unlike syntactic rela
tions, these do not imply any particular organization on the participating com
ponents. The relations are simply stored in the object base to maintain infor
mation that cannot be deduced from the hierarchical structure. Using the 
example'in Fig. 7-13, a relation named con t .. 1 n 5 maps the MODU LE class to 
the PROCEDURE class. An instance of this relation, co n t .. l n.( m, p), would 
be stored in the objectbase. 

The syntactic and external relations define how the project is set up. 
However, Marvel must also understand the model of develepment and/or 
maintenance desired for the system. Marvel needs to know the capabilities of 
each object, that is, the operations that can be performed on the object, in

cluding the activities that affect more than one object. 

3.2.2 OPPORTUNISTIC PROCESSING IN PROGRAMMING I!:NVIRONMENTS • 

One aspect of intelligent behavior by a programming environment is under
standing the process of software development and maintenance. This requires 
understanding the activities that can be performed to transform the system 
from one stage in its life cycle to another. For example, Marvel needs to know 
how to add a new object to the project. If the team is developing a C program, 
Marvel needs to know how to add a new procedure definition in terms of how the 
procedure relates to all the existing objects, including how to place it in the source 
file representing its module. what other modules (files) to recompile, and so on. 
The rules part of strategies instantiates Marvel with the model of the development 
process. Rules formalize the application of one object (a command) to another (a 
software artifact) and define Marvel's automatic behavior. 

Marvel rules are based on those of expert systems but dilTer from most 
others by having three parts instead of the conventional condition-action pair . 
Marvel rules have preconditions, an activity, and a set of postconditions, 
where preconditions are more or less the same as the traditional condition and 
the activity together with the postconditions roughly correspond to the action. 
As in expert systems, preconditions and postconditions are written in the first
order predicate calculus. 

One big dilTerence is that expert system rules have a single action, deter
ministically selected by the condition. Marvel rules, on the other hand, must 
have mUltiple postconditions, since it is impossible for the condition to 
uniquely determine the result. A programming activity might have a set of 
postconditions, exactly one of which is true after the activity terminates. The 
processing performed by the command (tool) invoked in the activity deter
mines which of the postconditions is true. for example, a compiler might pro
duce either error messages or object code, but which one cannot be deter
mined except by running the compiler. This notion of multiple post conditions 
distinguishes Marvel's rule base from most other rule-based systems. Through 
chaining the preconditions and postconditions of several rules, Marvel per
forms what is called opportunistic processi,,!:, because Marvel carries Ollt 
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chores as the 0pp0l1unity arises. Marvel uses hoth.fclfIl'(mi chaining and huck
ward chaining to invoke commands automatically, switching from one to the 
other as explained helow. 

The typical operation of opportunistic processing is as follows. The user 
requests some command. Marvel checks whether the precondition of the com
mand is already satisfied (i.e., it evaluates to "true"). If so. Marvel invokes 
the command. If not. Marvel attempts to do whatever is necessary to satisfy 
the precondition. This involves finding one or more other rules whose 
postconditions may change the state of the project in such a way as to make 
the precondition true. So Marvel tries to invoke the command in the activ
ity part of these rules. But before it can do that. the preconditions of these 
rules must be true. So Marvel applies another round of backward chaining. 
Eventually. Marvel will either satisfy the original precondition and invoke 
the command originally requested hy the user. or it will explain to the user 
why it is impo"ihle to do so given the rules and what the user has to do to 
fix things. 

After Marvel has invoked 1I command. the correct one of its several 
postconditions is asserted. changing the state of the project-usually in some 
small way. just new values for a few attributes. But the postcondition may 
cause the preconditions of one or more other rules to now be satisfied. so Mar
vel can go ahead and automatically carry out the corresponding activity (that 
is. invoke its command). under the assumption that the user will soon want its 
resuits. These commands have their own postconditions that may make true 
the preconditions of other commands. so forward chaining repeats until Mar
vel runs out of things to do-all preconditions in the entire rule base are now 
unsatisfied (false). 

For example. the compile rule in Fig. 7-14 states that the compiler can be 
applied to a MODULE object only after checking that there exists a PROCE
DURE object that is a component of this module and that has been edited and 
analyzed successfully since the last time the module was compiled. The result 
of applying the compile command could be either errors or successful compi
lation into machine code. 

3.2.3 STRATE(;mS. Slrall'RieJ arc metadescriptions of a project or a family of 
similar projects. A strategy encapsulates information about classes of ohjects. 
their capabilities. the external reliltions among them. and the rules guiding 
their manipulation as part of software development activities. Each strategy 
consists of four parts. The first descrihes thc interface between this and other 
strategies by means of imports and exports. The second part describes a view 
of the ohjecthasc hy ~pecifying classes of ohjects with their operations and 
syntactic relations. The third part defines the extcrnal relations among in
stilnces of these classes hy dcclaring the name of each relation and the domain 
and range classes. The last part of a strategy is the rules that model the soft
ware devclopmcnt proccss. 
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Ruin: 

edit (?p:PROC&DURKJ : 

t IWITOR edit ?p ) 

t?p.edited • Edited) 

ana1yee(?p:PROCZOUREJ: 
IF (?p.edited • IEdited) 

ANALY~IER ana1yee ?p I 

(?p.ana1y.ed • An.ly.ed) ~ 
(?p .• tate • Changedl AND 
(?p.edited • NotlEdit~ 

(?p.ana1yeed • NotAna1y.ed) AND 
(?p.edited • HotEditedl 

compile ( ?a: MODULI: J : 
(tora11 PROCIEDURK 1p) such that 
--"T"""'r (1m.peoce ?p)1 

(?p.ana1y.ed • Analy.ed) AND 
(?a. atatua • ModNoCompl 

t OOMPILl:R compile 1m I 

(?a.atatua • NodcraCOIIIf') 
011 
(?a .• tatus • ModNoComp) 

proti1e(?proj:PROJIECTJ: 

build(?proj:PROJIECTJ: 
ttora11 MODULI: 1m) auch ~ 

t ....... r (1proj.0I0da 1m») 

(?a.atatu •• KodIaCOIIIf'I 

t 8UILD&a build 1peoj ) 

(?proj .• tatua • Linkedl 
OR 
(?proj.atatua • HotLlnked) 

,- A nsl. co.ul.t. of it. n..... formal par ... tera w1.th th.i r t~.. and 
th.n it. body. Th_ body aonal.t. ot • precondJtion lndioated in a .,arlant ot 
flret order predioate 1001('), an aotl.,lty. and one or -.or. poatoondltlona 
eeperet.cl bJ "c;a". ~. actlwltr oon_lat_ ot tbe 1\." ot t.h. tool, the 
particular operation t.o be c.arrl~ out by the tool, and it. arqu_nt •. 
and .~l.r operator. are proY1ded by MSL. -, 

nGURE 7·14 
Rules. 
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, 
Strategies combine three major concepts: 

I. Classes of objects and multiple inheritance similar to ohject-oriented lan
guages 

2. Rules that are similar but not identical to rules in production systems 
J. Modularization ami information hiding 

A single strategy might provide only a partial view of the project. Then 
the complete description of the project is captured in a collection of interacting 
strategies in a way similar to modules or packages in a conventional program
ming language. Modularization has become a standard concept in large-scale 
programming. the basic idea being th~t programmers work on one piece at a 
time and then put together all the pieces. The same concept was followed in 
designing strategies. DifTerent superusers, or the same supcruser at ditlerent 
times, develop a set of strategies where each strategy encapsulates a single 
role of a class of team memher. part of the development process, or subpart of 
the software system. 

Each strategy requires other strategies and uses their exportedfaciiilil's. 
These facilities include both class definitions and specific objects-com
mands-such as a performance profiler object. Consider a set of two strate
gies: a programming language strategy and a programming environment strat
egy. The Clanguage strategy defines the syntax and semantics of an extension 
of C, as depicted in Fig. 7-15. A C module consists of a set of procedures. 
Each procedure has a source code segment and an object code segment. State
ments, expressions. and such are ignored for simplicity. 

The Cenvironment strategy of Fig. 7- i6 combines the MODULE class 
imported from the Clanguage strategy with the separate MODULE class de
fined locally. The result is the internal representation of a single MODULE 
class defined according to the IIlIion of the Cenvironment and Clanguage def
initions of MODULE. Objects in the combined class may appear as elements 
of the mods attribute of PROJ ECT objects and any other places in the 
objectbase where instances of the MODULE class are expected. Both EDI
TOR and COMPILER specialize the TOOL class hy giving a command string 
for invoking themselves. Note that both EDITOR and COMPILER are spe
cific ohjects rather than classes of ohjects. 

Strategies can be reused by other strategies. due to the information hid
ing and strict interfaces. The ease of reusability is enhanced by huilding a 
library of strategie~, where each strategy is categoril,ed according to the 
task(s) it performs. For example. strategies that define programming lan
guages are all grouped together while those describing memory manage
ment techniques are also grouped together. leading 10 a lattice of strategies. 
The interface to the lihrary includes methods for depositing a new strategy. 
retrieving an existing strategy. and searching for strategies that perform a 
specific task. 

Interface; 
~:~: 
!!E2ru: ill: 

NODULE::- .uperel ••••• : £~: 
prlntn..- : strlllll : 
proca : se/_of PIUlCKDURII: : 
exportllat leI_of EXPITItN 
1Jooportllat : u/_o/ IMPITItN 

PROCEDURII:: : - .upercl ••••• : ENTITY: 
printn... : Siring 
code C UXI; 

cO<»=: 0 : biliary : 

EXPITEH::- .upercl ••••• : ENTITY: 
ezpel_ : PIUlCKDURII: : 

IMPITDt: : - .upercl ••••• : ENTITY: 
i.IIpel_ : P ROC&DURII: 
lIOdul. : MODULE : 

IDID Cl.R9U.~ 
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,- IIooa and all ba .. tbe otrYloua _tul1nc;r. In ua. q .... r.l. 0.... J~rt. 

11ate the ~. of i.IIIported etrat-ol.. whil. bport.. 11.te tba n.... ot 
exported 01...... ~l.tloa.. toola and rul... * I 

FIGURE 7-IS 
Strategy. 

3.2.4 MERGING STRATEGIES. When two or more strategies are loaded into 
Marvel, they are merged into a single internal representation that is treated as 
if it were based on a single strategy. As mentioned earlier. a strategy provides 
a view of the objectbase. When several strategies are active (i.e., loaded), 
there are several views of the same objectbase. These views have to be merged 
into one unified, composite view. Merging of strategies implies merging of 
classes of objects, merging of relations, and merging of rules. If the strategies 
being merged do not overlap, their merger is simply the aggregate of all parts 
of all strategies. Two strategies are said to be overlapping if they contain 

• Classes with the same name 
• Relations with the same name 
• Rules with the same name, same preconditions, or same activity 

Merging overlapping strategies involves checking the consistency of 
overlapping class definitions, overlapping relation definitions, and potentially 
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ST~TEGY: Clnvironment; 

Interface: 
I!porta: Clanquaqe; 
~:al1; 

Objectba.e: 

PROJECT: : - aupercla •• e.: ENTITY: 
printna.me : SlrinR ; 

END 

atatu. : (Linked, NotLinked' - "Not Linked" ; 
t~.t...., : rtol - "0,0"; 
modo! : scI of 1100111.& ; 
ex.cutable : biliary : 

MODut..&::- auperelaas •• : ENTITY: 

~ 

atatua : (ModraComp, ModInComp, HodNoComp' -
"ModNoCOmp" ; 

PROC&DURK::c auperclaases: ENTrrY: 

END 

analy.ed : (Analyzed,InAnaly.ia,NotAnalyzed, & 

"NotAnaly •• d" ; 
edited : (Edited, NotEdited, - "NotEdited"; 
at ate : (Chanqed, NotChanqed, • "NotChanqed"; 

Relationa: 

inproject: PROJECT MODULE 
""p: NODULE PROCEDURE 
imp: NODULE MODULE 
con~.~na: MODULE PROCeDURE 

COHPlLER:: auperc1a •• e.: TOOL 
operationa: 

compile : JlrillX = "compil."; 
ItNIl 

ANALYZER:: "upercla.se,,: TOOL: 
operations: 

ana1y%.. : .\/'''1).: =: "Analyze"; 

~ 

BUILDER:: ouperc1a""e.: TOOL: 

operationo: 
build : .1111"/1 = "build"; 

ItNIl 

EDITOR:: oupercla •• e&: TOOL' 
operat.ions: 

edit : 1'''"1: &i "runeditor"; 

~ 

PROrILER:: sUperclasses: TOOL: 
operations: 

FIGURfo: 7·16 
Anolher strategy. 
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type_into Slrin& - "protller"; 

~ 

~: 

edit[1p:PROCXDUR&): 

( ta>U'OR edit ?p I 

(?p.edited - Edited, 

analy.e[1p:PROCKDUR&): 
!! (7p.edited - Edited) 

AM1LY&&R analy.e 7p ) 

oa 

(?p.analy.ed - Analy.ed, ~ 
(1p.atate - Changed' AND 
(?p.edited - Not Edited) 

(?p.analyaed - NotAnalyaed, AND 

I1p.edited - NotEdited, -

co.pile[?:NODI1l.&): 
(!2!:!!! PIIOCImUll& 1p' ~ ~ 

( ..... r (?II.proca ?p)) 

(?p.analy.ed - Analy.ed, AND 
(?II. atatua - ModNoCo.p' --

( ~IL&R co.pUe ?II ) 

(?_.at.tu. - ~.Ca.p) 

OR 
~?II.atatua - ModNoCa-p, 

protil.[?proj:PROJaCT): 

(. paorXL&JI. type_into ?p ) 

build! ?proj : PROJaCTJ : 
(torall NOOULa ?II) auch that 

( ....... r (?proj.1IOda ?)) 

(ha.atatu. - ModcraCo.p, 

( BUILDD build 1proj , 

(?proj.atatua - Linked) 
OR 
I?proj.atatua - Not Linked) 

DID cen ... iro.-nt 

/* TOOL 1 •• built-in 01.... Each tool li.te it. operetion. (only one .. ab 
abown ber.). _oh .1tb an 1nd.1oat,lon ot what t.h. u •• r tw.. to do to lnY'Ok. tIM 
oparat.l00. .. / 

FIGURE 7·16 (conI.) 
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contradictory rules. Unloading of strategies. on the other hand. may cau~e 
portions of the object base to become inaccessible. If a strategy was 10:lded In 

the first place only because it was imported by the strategy now bems un
loaded. it will be unloaded also. 

When two overlapping strategies arc merged. a consistency checker ver
ifies that the overlapping items can be unified. If two object classes in two 
strategies have the same name, they can be unified if their sets of attributes are 
disjoint or if attributes having the same name arc identical. ".1"":0 attributes are 
identical if they have the same name and the ~ame type. Similarly. two r~la
tions arc identical if they have identical domam and range classes. Checklllg 
the consistency of rules is much harder. since multiple rules with the same ac
tivity but different preconditions and postconditions ar~ not neces~~riIY con
flicting. I n particular. Marvel checks only that their preconditIOns and 
postconditions. respectively. are not obviollsly contradictory: 

ror example. consider three strategies A. B. and C. B IInports some fa
cilities from C. and both A and B define a class called X. A defines X as having 
two attributes atll and lI1I2. while B defines X as having only one attribute. 
IItl3. If the user loads only strategy A. any instance of class X will have only 
two attributes. atll and a112. However. if she later loads strategy B. all in
stances of X are updated to have a third attribute atl3. Also. strategy C is 
loaded automatically because it is used by B. The rules available at this point 
on instances of X assume that X has three attributes. However. rules that were 
defined in strategy A operate only on alii and a1l2. while rules defined in B 
assume only the existence of all). Now if strategy Ii is unloaded. C is also. 
Furthermore. £1113 will no longer be accessible. This does not mean that £1113 is 
deleted from all instances of class X. but rather that the current rules (i.e .• 
those defined in strategy A) cannot access atl3. Thus. Cltl3 will be "unused" 
until B is reloaded; atl3 retains its previous value. 

Merging rules from different strategies is more complicated. There are 
several issues. First. if two or more rules invoke the same activity. how does 
one combine their preconditions and their postconditions'! Second. if several 
rules invoke distinct activities but they have the same preconditions. which of 
them is invoked if the precondition becomes true'! Third. if several rules have 
the same postcondition but invoke distinct activities. which docs one invoke 
during backward chaining? 

The first problem has two solutions: Marvel can either AND all the pre
conditions or it can OR them. The example in Fig. 7-17 depicts two mles in 
two strategies. Bolh rules have the samc activity (build system). When Marvel 
merges these two rules, it can build the system either when all the procedures 
are compiled AND analyzed or when all the procedurcs are either compiled 
OR analyzed. Since the former is probably what is intended. the default inter
pretation ANDs allihe preconditions for the same activity; Marvel allows the 
user to change the interpretation to OR. 

In summary, Marvel defines a methodology for acquiring the knowledge 
required by knowledge-based programming environments. The methodology 

SntAraGY: A; 

~: 

bulld(1pro:j:Pao.:r&CT) : 

STRAraGY: II; 

(forall NODUL& 1a, ouch that 
(_r (7pro:j.-' 7_" 

(ta.otatua - ModcroCa.p, 

I BUILDER build ?proj , 

(7proj.atatua - Linked, 
OR 
(1proj .• tatua - MotLinked, 

build(?proj:PIIOJaCT) : 

!!!!! II 

!! (1proj - ?curr.nt_focua' 

( auILDKa bulld 1proj , 

(1proj.atatua - Linked, 
oa 
(1proj.atatua - Mot Linked, 
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FIGURE 7·17 
OverlllppinK rules in Iwo simiegies. 

consists of a notation for describing families of software projects and a kernel 
that is instantiated by the description. The modular units of the language is 
strdtegies. which describe the classes of objects making up the objectbase. the 
relations among these objects. and the rules for manipUlating objects and ap
plying commands to them in the process of developing and maintaining the 
system. The kernel tailors its behavior according to the description and thus 
provides the user with a specialized environment that provides more intelligent 
assistance than previous programming environments. 

Strategies are merged to give a complete description of the objectbase 
and the development process at any time. Marvel adjusts dynamically to the 
loading and unloading of strategies. which may cause the perceived state of the 
objects to change according to the role of the user or the phase in the project's 
life cycle. Changes may be made to capabilities of objects. types of allributes 
of objects. and interactions among objects (most notably. automated applica
tion of command objects to other objects). Changes are propagated throughout 
the objectbase to ensure that all the objects possess a consistent view of the 
objectbase. In particular. only those parts of a class definition that are defined 
in the currently loaded strategies are visible. 
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The approach is novel in that Marvel handles the incorporation of new 
commands without modifying the kernel or the tool executed hy the com~lland 
and without physically moving the tool into the objec~h'.lse. A strat.egy sl.II1~ly 
descrihes how to locate the tool externally and how It Interacts with eXlstll1g 
objects he fore incorporating it in the ob.iectba.se. " " . 

Smile (Kaiser and Feiler, 19M7) and the Common LISp "ramework (CL~) 
(Halzer, 1987) are the immediate ancestors of Marvel. Smile is a hand-coded 
programming environment for C that behaves as .~n intelligent ass~stant, .ac
tively participating in the development process, but It c.~nnot he modlfi~d wllh
out recoding. CLF is a rule-based programn:'lIlg environment for. (:om~~on 
Lisp that supports forward chaining but not .(dlrectly! hac~wanl ch.aHlIng. I he 
rules are wrillen in A 1'5 (Cohen, 1(86), a logical speclficallon notation that can 
he ellicienlly compiled into Lisp. lI'is possihle to simulate Marvel-like hehav
ior in eLF, hut CLF is limited hy its Lisp orientation and implementation and 
cannot integrate external tools. 

Darwin (Minsky, 1985) is another rule-based programming environment 
that supports backward chaining. Darwin docs not actively participate in soft
ware development in the sense of automatically carrying out activities on he
half of the user, but instead it monitors the user's activities and will not permit 
him to do anything against the policies dictated by the project manager and 
encoded in the rules. This kind of behavior can be simulated in Marvel using 
restrictive preconditions as constraints but is outside its normal scope of be
havior. II would be interesting to combine Darwin and Marvel capabilities in a 
more general intelligent assistant. 

Finally, Inscape (perry, 1(89) is a programming environment that com
bines a form of automatic programming with a form of intelligent assistance. 
Inscape supports the creative labors of its users-programming-but uses fa
cilities more in line with intelligent assistance rather than automatic program
ming. It operates in a monitoring mode similar 10 Marvel, always looking over 
the programmer's shoulder and joining in when appropriate. 

Inscape provides a special notation for specifying, for each subrou
tine, its preconditions (things that must be true before executing the sub
routine). postconditions (things that become true by virtue of executing the 
subroutine), and obligations (Ihing~ that must be done later on because the 
subroutine has been executed). As a program is wrillen and modified, 
Inscape checks whether all preconditions and obligations have been satis
fied by previous and subsequent postconditions, respectively. This is done 
using a relaxed form of theorem proving. This checking is similar to but 
much more significant than the symbol resolution, type checking, anomaly 
detection, and so on of typical language-hased editors such as the Cornell 
Program Synthesi/cr rreitelhaurn and Reps, 19M I I, ~incc semantic as well 
as synlactic enol's can he detected. Inscape ha~ been implemcnted for the 
(' programming language, hUI the ideas could he applied to any procedural 
language. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

As discussed in the introduction, applications of artificial intelligence to soft
ware engineering have tended in two directions, automatic programming and 
intelligent assistance. Automatic programming in its full glory is a very long 
term goal, all hough at least one commercial product is already available. Much 
additional work is needed in this field, and the notion of reverse engineering of 
existing programs seems particularly important. 

Intelligent assistance is a more immediately practical approach for im
proving the productivity of individual programmers as well as the quality of 
their programs. The next major research problem is to apply intelligent assis
tance to coordinating a full software developmcnt team rather than interacting 
with just one user at a time. In the meantime, commercial exploitation of in
telligent assistance seems imminent for single-user programming environ
ments. 

There is one catch, however: user acceptance of intelligent assistance. 
Many programmers consider themselves pioneers fighting a rugged frontier, 
making the computer do what they want it to do. The notion of the computer 
telling the programmers what to do, as in Genie, or the computer just going 
ahead and doing things for them, as in Marvel, is likely to mcet with initial 
resistance. Marketers of intelligent assistance products must be highly con
cerned with human-<:omputer interaction, and managers of software engineers 
must be extremely careful in the introduction of intelligent assistance tools into 
their workplace. A technology that is not used will never achieve its promise 
for higher programmer productivity and higher program quality. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 

8 
KNOWLEDGE-BASED 

VISION 
SYSTEMS 

M.G. RODD 

Compuler vision systems set out to replicate, to some extent. our powerful hu
man ability to recognize and classify visually acquired images, or scenes. In
herently they form a major component in the general culegory of scientific en
deavor referred to as artificial intelligence. Also, inherently. one accepts them 
to be knowledge-based-although it has been argued Ihat early computer vi
sion systems. like classic, sequentially programmed computers. only made use 
of implicit knowledge, essentially that of the designer! This chapter takes a 
pragmatic, user-orienled view of so-called knowledge-based computer vision 
systems-a viewpoint highly biased toward the practical applications of the 
technology as a component in a manufacturing, or process-plant. control sys
tem. It investigates the characteristics of this area of application and defines 
the potential role of vision-based systems. On the basis of this, it reviews cur
renl progress in fulfilling these roles. It highlighls critical areas, especially the 
need to recognize that the industrial environment requires solutions that can 
coexist in those very environments and can react at speeds Ihat are acceptable 
in the closed-loop control situation of which they form a part. It is argued 
strongly that simply gluing together well-understood low-Icvel processing sys
tems and currently .Ivailable cxpert-systems-bascd high-level processing is 
bound to end in disaster! In practicc. a total systems approach must be made, 
recognizing the realities of the application, including the still-unresolved prob
lems relating to knowledge acquisition. Low- and high-level processing are in
tegmled into highly Oexible, explicit knowledge-based solutions: industrially 
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